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IF MEDIA KEEPS QUIET, TERRORISM WILL END:
DOVAL
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“If 10 people are killed somewhere and nobody comes to know about it, nobody is terrorised.
Somebody’s son is kidnapped and killed, then a mother sitting 500 miles away is terrorised,
‘could it happen to my son also’?” He asked.

“This is why we have to change our media policy, become more transparent, take them into
confidence. And when we don’t tell them anything they probably speculate at times, which
creates more terror in society. So perception management is an important part,” he added.

In 1985, Margaret Thatcher, while discussing the Trans World Airlines flight hijacking, had said
democratic nations “'must try to find ways to starve the terrorist and the hijacker of the oxygen of
publicity on which they depend.”

Mr. Doval said Pakistan made sponsorship of terrorism an instrument of state policy.

Lauding the efforts of India during the proceedings of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF),
Mr. Doval said, “The biggest pressure on Pakistan is from the FATF. If you can collect evidence
and share... Everyone knows Pakistan supports and finances terror. Only you people [the ATS,
the STF and the NIA] can collect evidence. We are not targeting one country...don’t destroy
evidence, use them... how we did against Pakistan. Give it to the media.”
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